
“We must remember that 
intelligence is not enough. 
Intelligence plus character - that 
is the goal of true education.”
~ Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 



You have an extraordinarily 
effective program here at Logos 
Academy… Many schools claim 
to change lives; clearly Logos 
Academy does change lives.
~ Academic Review Panel
Middle States Association

Building and investing in the next 
generation is now more crucial than ever. 

At Logos Academy, amidst a tumultuous time, 
students continue to become leaders who possess 
intelligence plus character. Our community needs 
future leader equipped with excellent skills and 
learning, but also Christian faith, integrity, love of 
community, and a spirit of service. Our students 
face many challenges and yet we are helping them 
succeed and serve our community. 



Responding to the Unexpected
At the beginning of 2020, Logos Academy publicly launched a 
campus expansion project with the goal of providing a home 
for our high school and freeing much needed space for our 
grammar school program. In March, this effort was cut short 
and paused as the result of widespread shutdowns. 

After reassessing, our team decided it was best to revise the 
scope and design of the expansion and move forward with 
phase one of two, responding to the continued needs of our 
students and the continued generosity of our donors.  



Scope of Phase I
The redesigned construction plan focuses on 
the renovation of the “Cadillac building” at 255 
West King Street providing the school with the 
following: 

● 7 instructional spaces - a science lab, art 
room, music room and additional breakout 
space. 

● A community hub - space for students and 
community members to interact as well as 
community events and seminars. 

● Health Suite for high school students.
● Dining space and student assembly space. 
● 8 administrative offices and a conference 

room. 
● Construction is scheduled to be completed 

by Fall 2021. 
 


